Orwell, RTWP; be able to define the following:

Foreword
“we have nothing to lose but our aitches”

Ch. I Brookers
PAC
Means Test

Ch. II Coal Mines
pits

Ch. III Miner’s wages and conditions above ground?
Nystagamus
the dole

Ch. IV Industrial Towns: Housing
w.c.
“Blind back type”
“back to back”
caravans
Corporation Estates

Ch. V Unemployment and the P.A.C.
Labour Exchange
U.A.B.
O.A.P.
allotments
N.U.W.M.
Daily Worker
H.P.
Savile Row
Football Pools

Ch. VI Working Class Food
The Great War
Flanders Mud

Ch. VII the North and the South
Sheffield
G.W.R.

Part II
Ch. VIII Mandalay to Wigan?
“huge, dull shops”
Ch. IX
“half-baked antinomian opinions”
O.T.C.
Shaw, Wells, Galsworthy

Ch. X
“William Morris period”
“C. of E., Old School Tie, and Colonel Blimp”

Ch. XI
hunger-marcher
Mrs. Sidney Webb
dictatorship of prigs

Ch. XII
I.L.P.’er
“Mosley and his pimpled followers”

Ch. XIII
Popular Front
General Strike (1926)